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'Project Dinky'
goes to council

The College
Vol. XLVII No. 21

Chronicle
St. Cloud State, St. Cloud, Minn. 56301

Friday, Dec. 5, 1969

Jan. 6-10

Winter hool{ exchange set
The fifth student book
exchange will be in operation Jan. 6-10 at New. man TeiTace.
Sponsored by the Student Senate, the book exchange will be open Monday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.; Tuesday-Thursday, 9 a.m.-7
p.m.; Friday, 9 a.m.-5
p.m.; and 9 a.m.-noon.
Students can bring
books they want to sell to
the exchange Monday, 9

a.m.-5 p.m.; 'tuesday 9
a.m.-7 p.m.; and Wednesday, 9 a.m.-noon. Students
will be asked to fill out a
card with their name, the
name of the book to be
sold, the price they want
for the book and the class
it is used in.
Unsold books must be
picked up by noon Saturday. Money for books sold
·can be picked up from

Draft lottery list

High · ones plan
Canadian Holiday
by Steve Johnson
"Hey-What's your number?" That was Tuesday's question of the day at St. Cloud State following
Monday night's draft lottery (dubbed "American
Roulette" by one student).
·
In one sweep, the lottery determined the military
fortunes of all men of draft age (19-26) through a
random scrambling ~nd drawing of the 366 days of
1970-and subsequent attaching of draft priority by
birth date. ~e new "draft year" begins September
14 and ends June 8.
,,,,,,,#,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,4

Lottery List p. 11
Reactions of SCS students upon learning their
status varied considerably. A whirlwind survey of
such favorite student refuges as The Bierhaus, The
Matador, and The Press bars found young men in
conditions ranging from complete despair ("I came
up number 5. What the hell more is there to say?
Except that I may end up a damn good Canadian before too much longer.") to the heights of adulation: "340! It's great - just great! Love the system couldn't be more fair! Nope-just couldn't have it
any fairer than that!"
.

Wednesday noon through
Saturday. Any money not
picked up by that time
will be kept in the book
exchange fund.
Checks will be ~ccepted for the amount of the
purchase.
A
service
charge of 15 cents for
hard cover books and 10
cents for paper backs will
be in effect.
Coats and books must
be left on the racks outside the exchange. Don
Stello, book exchange coordinator, said about $.300
worth of books were stolen last spring and there
will be some extra security measures taken this
year.
·
Alpha .Phi Omega,
Gamma Sigma Sigma and
the Alpha Xi and Alpha
Phi pledges will work at
the exchange.

If a student does lose
a book, he should fill out
a lost book card. The
price he requested for
the book will be returned
to him in about two
weeks.
Book exchanges have
been held each winter
and spring quarter since
1968 and the amount taken in has almost doubled.
Stello said $16,000 was
taken in last spring.
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by Jean Johnson
sentee landlords saying,
A resolution requesting "The homes were first lived
the St. Cloud City Council in by owners and their famto amend their zoning re- ilies, then rented to students
strictions to allow commer- with the landlords living in
cial enterprise near the the home, and finally, the
campus was unanimously landlords rented the entire
passed at Monday's Senate home to students."
Kent · notetl that the
meeting.
property
values would be
"Project Dinky" would
be patterned after t h e going up in a commerDinky-Town at the Univer- cial community instead of sity of Minnesota and would going down. He then sugcontain clothing shops, a gested soliciting signatures
gasoline station and other from area residents approvcommercial . busines·ses. It ing the concept of a "Dinkywould be a small commer- Town". This suggestion recial community near the sulted in a resolution by
SCS campus, fulfilling the Woods asking for signaneeds of the on-campus stu- tures of students and area
dent, Senator Pat Woods, residents which would be
originator of the resolution, collected by a committee
headed by Vice-President
said.
Tom Holm and Treasurer
Travis Kent, director ot Dea·n Urdahl and would be
Student Activities, endorsed
Senate
the project, which was proposed at the Nov. 24 Senate
(cont. on p. 5, col. 2)
meeting, as an "excellent
idea," and suggested locating the project near the
southwest end of the college
since expansion is expected
to occur towards the south
and west.
Objections to DinkyThis year the time for fun
Town when raised by some
City Council members at in the snow will be SnoPresident Wick's coffee Daze, Jan. 13-17.· A kick-off
hour were; it would result concert, coronation of the
in a loss in revenue by the Sno-Daze king and queen,
downtown merchants- and ski day at Powder Ridge,
cause an inconvenience and , the snowball, snow games
devaluation of property to and snow sculpturing will
the homeowners in the be the big activities of the
area where "DinkyTown" week.
The sculptures will move
has been proposed.
to
a new location this year
Woods pointed out that
the college contributes over -Centennial Plaza parking
$5 million annually (1966 lot. Shuttle busses will run
census to the St. Cloud from campus to the lot,
Community and would con- dances will be . held and
tribute even more if and businessmen at the · shopwhen DinkyTown w e r e ping center will participate'
rente<;l to students with the with prize drawings and reowners as "absentee landSno Daze
lords." Woods explained ab(cont. on p. 5, col. 1)

Have fun
in the snow

Jan. 13-17

Merry Christmas

At a corner table in the Bierhaus two doleful
looking students filled each other's glasses from the
half-empty pitcher of beer in front of them:
"Have another, 23."
"Thanks, 37."
"Drafty" where you are????,
Leave your troubles behindsign up today for the Phi Kappa Tatl
Canadian Holiday
and really "live"
Learn such popular songs as:
"Oh Canada" (thank God you're there)
"Maple Leaf Forever"
and that new favorite"HA! HA! UNCLE SAM!"
Leaving January 1, 1970
(spend Xmas packing)
Others suggest that the Atwood Board of Governors sponsored trip to Spain_be changed, allowing
any young man who enjoys the "climate" to remain.
ABOG President John Welsh was not available for
comment on the suggestion. Friends suggest Welsh
may already be in Spain.
•

.·.•.·=·=~~:=::~:d
Photo by John Peterson
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ATWOOD WAS qAI LY decorated for the Christmas season by members of the · .
Atwood Board of Governors. Various campus organizations placed ornaments on
the Pr~sident's tree Thursday night all in the Christmas spirit. The Chronicle /
staff wishes everyone a v..ery Merry Christmas and a Happy Vacation!

j

Editorially

Dinky Town
A Dinky Town has been proposed for the
SCS campus and we hope the city council will
give serious consideration to the request by the
Student Senate to rezone part of residential St.
Cloud.
The campus is obviously a city within a
larger city and has the same needs as any other.
We do not agree that the Dinky Town
should be allowed to spread through the south
end of town, but rather we are in.favor of a one,
or perhaps a two, block complex built the same
as any modern shopping center. We hope that
only stores of special interest to college students
would be allowed to come into the complex.
Stores of this nature would include drug stores,
boutiques, book stores, small groceries, and
other special interest shops. We don't think the
complex should include clothing stores or large
grocery stores.
The Dinky Town area would not be meant
to compete with Downtown St. Cloud and the
services it provides students, but rather to serve
as a convenient area for students to pick up
•
things they need and want. The city may find
that the people of St. Cloud living in this area
would also find the center convenient and, indeed, desir:able, if it was constructed in a planned way and restricted to a certain area.
We urge students and faculty to support the
idea of a Dinky Town and express .your ideas
when the plan goes before the city council.

Last 'Chronicle'
This is the last issue of the Chronicle for
fall quarter. The next paper will be Jan. 6. All
copy and classified ads should be sent to the
Chronicle Office, Atwood Center 136. Deadline
for the first issue will be Dec. 31.

Book exchange

!Campus comments
.I
Senate shouldn~t channel
•
• •
national issue .opinions
•

To the Editor:
The Student Senate on
this campus has no right to
assume that it speaks for
me or any other person on
this campus on national,
state, or local issues of a
political, social or economic
nature. At the student Senate meeting of November
20, 1969 a resolution requesting the withdrawal of
all troops from Vietnam on
a scheduled time-table narrowly passed by an 11-9
vote. Later in the same
meeting a resolutiori calling
for an increase of $60 in
GJ. monthly wages passed
unanimously and was sent
to President Nixon and other men of note in Washington D.C.
The Student Senate has
taken it upon itself to speak
for all students on campus

~~ ~~~~~e~~t!~n~;f~~:~a~~

that a majority of the students on this campus are
not represented by the Student Senate; a look at the
election totals will tell anyone that. Why is it then that
anytime the Student Senate
takes a stand on an issue
they unconsciously feel they
are speaking for the "majority" on campus?
How often are the con. stituents searched out as to
their feelings on "these issues? Certainly something
as important as calling for a
specific national policy on

the Vietnam pullout would
require a campus referendum to determine majority
opinion. Yet none was held.
Why has the Student Senate presumed an omniscient
attitude for the feelings of
the whole student body on
these issues?
I think it is good that
students on this campus are
involved in non - campus
issues: It is important that
today's students keep in
touch with the outside
world and keep their education relevant. But I do not
think that a forum like tho
Student Senate can be used
as a channel for student
opinion on national issues.
Especially when the validity
or totality of such opinion
is in question.
The Student Senate is by

r_~-?;:s::_::::::a ..

~::;,;a
;;...
__

;;:-
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Why was
Time Out
trash signed
To the Editor:

As a student at St. Cloud

while day for many of the
students at the college, including myself.
Although they signed for
all the students at St. Cloud
State, this is hardly the case.
I have talked to IBHC as
several individuals on campus who share my opinion.
Since I am a student at
St. Cloud State, it is hardly
fair, or ''legal," for this kind
of misrepresentation.
Why weren't we asked before such a piece of trash
was signed on our behalf?
Barb Draeger

-

1
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Senate
(cont. on p. 3, col. 1)

=_ii_~~;::!1.----
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Art works were stolen book exchange when it State I am deeply distressed
at the position some of my
from Atwood Center two opens in January.
peers have placed upon
Wick.
weeks ago. He hope there
The e x c h a n g e was President
I highly disagree with
won't be a repeat per- started by students and them
on the value of Time
formance at the student is operated for students. Out day. It was a very worthWhen a book is lost or
stolen the student who
turned it in is paid, at a
loss to the ~xchange. In
effect this is saying at the
loss of the students.
If you want the exchange to remain in operation, support it with
your books and money,
not with theft.

definition a non-partisan
body whose area of jurisdiction is the St. Cloud State
College c~pus. Individuals
within the Student Senate
can and do take stands on
national issues. They can
support or lampoon Richard
·Nixon, the draft, free.. love
or whatever to any extent
they desire. However, they
cannot do this under the
guise of majority opinion
by using the name "Student
Senate" when in fact majority opinion may not be
with the representatives in
the Student Senate on that
issue.
The Student Senate cannot allow itself to express
political opinion. Its consti-

• I •

S,
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See Feiler First ...

More Campus
Comments
Student Senate best
comedy team around
To the Editor:
I would like to congratulate the St. Cloud State Circus, which is at present running under the billing of
Student Senate, for another
brilliant performance. They
are the best comedy team
around.
I'm no parliamentarian,
but when the fangs start
showing and personal insults start flying, uninterrupted, from four different
people at once, something is
definitely lacking. The basic
solution to this type of problem, in most instances, is
the acquisition of a strong
central figure with leadership potential. In the past
this role is often filled by

the president. Could this be
the Student Senate's problem?
It is no wonder the Faculty Senate doesn't bother to
listen to what the Student
Senate has to say; at present they aren't saying too
much worth listening to.
However, a thirty-minute
heated discussion concerning which room to place the
mimeograph machine (Nov.
20) is definitely a step in
the right direction.
Furthermore, until they
do install drinking glasses
in every residence hall, they
have failed their duties as
representatives to their constituencies.
Paulette Nay

Your Registered Jeweler
and member of the
American Gem Society

by Craig Wilkins
The massacre of 109
Vietnamese civilians by
U.S. troops at the village
of My Lai is many things.
It is an example of the
brutalizing effect of war ·
on men. It is an illustration of the military establishment's ·effort to
insure disc.ipline in its
troops, and a reflection
of its oft demonstrated
reluctance to investigate
its blunders. It is a grotesque distortion of our
professed national values. It is a crime against
humanity.
It is not-as is becoming more apparent after
the disclosure of the My
Lai atrocity-an isolated
case.
Ten U.S. Marines were
prosecuted in 1967 after
an unauthorized foray into the village of Xuan
Ngoc resulting in the
rape of two women and,
the death of five villagers
- including an infant
who was bludgeoned to

death with the butt of a
rifle.
The Minneapolis Tribune reported Monday ·
that two Vietnam veterans now residing in Minneapolis witnessed atrocities including the shooting of two children and
killing of people who had
attempted to surrender.
Several accounts of the
My_,. Lai massacre mentioned a two year old boy
who survived an initial
barrage of fire. Time
magazine published the
following account by a
member of the company
that destroyed My Lai:
"The boy was clutching his wounded arm
with his other hand, while
blood trickled between
his fingers. He just stood
there with big eyes staring around like he didn't
understand. Then the
captain's radio operator
put a burst of M-16 rifle
fire into him."
I don't understand, either.

Was nerve center

History department
'Press'-an empty shell wants Wick support
by Dennis Nelson

The emergence of the
new and the disappearance
of the old has been occurring since time began. Life
has always been reflected
strongest in the young and
the new, and the old which
fail to change are pushed
aside and forgotten.
An exam·ple of this situation can be seen in downtown St. Cloud .. There was
once a time when every student of legal age could be
found at the Press Bar at
least one night a week and
usually more. The Press
Bar was the nerve center of
Downtown St. Cloud, it was
the off-campus campus, it
was the place everyone
went.
In those days the Press
was an excellent place for

·s enate
(cont. from p. 2)
tuency is far too heterogeneous to permit a single resolution to represent the
views of all on a national
issue. This college already
has many fine, more homogenious organizations who
have it within their jurisdiction to pass resolutions such
as those of November 20.
Such campus organizations include the YGOP,
YDFL, Veterans club, YAF,
SOS, etc. These organizations can take stands on
non-campus issues by their
status as interest groups.
The Student Senate cannot
be an interest group of noncampus scope-its interest
must be the immediate
problems of the SCS students.
Mike Kirkwood

boy-girl encounters, and the To the Editor:
perfect place to improve instructor - student relationThe following resolution
ships. The Press provided was passed by the history
the perfect study break, and department at their Novemeven a place to study. You · ber 20, 1969 department
were never lonely at the meeting.
press, because you always
met someone you knew.
Resolve_d that the depart- _
But alas, the college ment of history requests the
grows, competition devel- faculty senate to ex.press
ops, the new come in the supp?rt for the president
old go out, but the Press of this college, wh? ~as been
remains as it was. Unaware attacked for permi~tm~ proof the changes taking place gi:a~s properly mstituted
around it. Still the same old wi thin standard c~ll~ge proPress - the same floor the ce~u!es and policies and
same booths the same' bar ratified by the elected sen- but whe!e are the peo- ates of the college, to pro-

ceed without undue interference.
This involves no endorsement or condemnation of
any program held on this
campus but it does involve
a reiteration of the right of
the college, within standing
rules and regulations and in
the best tradition of free
expression, to act, or permit actions, in any and all
areas relevant to its purpose of providing a free,
open, and stimulating educational setting.
Calvin W. Gower
Chairman

ple?
.--_-=_-:_-:_-:_-:_-:_-:_-:_-:._-_--:-:-::-::---- - - - - - - •
1
The Press that was the
local landmark; the Press
Tvaur·,l\et',es
that was a way of life is still
Pl
in the minds of those who
14 de" ,c,
.
& 14'' pl'tia,
.
were once here, but are now
of 12.
Spaghetti,
go~~-e appearance of the
pLU.S r'I · ~d Rigatoni.
new and the disappearancei
Rav,o nad a b I e , f a5 f
of the old has left an empty
u t'' delivery
from 4:00 P.M.
shell that once was, but is
to 2:30 A.M.
no more, The Press.

SAIi's,. f_OEUSA
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Students need
'defense loan
exit interviews
Federal regulations require that all students who
have received National Defense Student Loans in college must complete an exit
interview before graduation
or withdrawing from school.
Additional group exit interviews will be held in
room 124, Stewart Hall,
Monday, 10 a.m., and Tuesday, 3 p.m. as an accommodation to those students
who have not yet fulfilled
this requirement and will
not be in school during the
winter quarter.

P~ ~-~ al
16 · North Seventh Avenue

St. Cloud, Minnesota

e

e

A fine diamond, no matter
what price range, is created
individually by master diamond cutters. It is this human quality, combined with
nature's original creation, that
makes the finest diamonds.
Be assured that each diamond
in our store, no matter what
price, is the finest that money
can buy. Why settle for less!
Member of the
American Gem Society

FEILER Jewelers
821 St. Germain
Downtown St, Cloud
EVERY DAY LOW, LOW PRICES

Open Monday And Friday
Nites 'TH 9:00
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Residence hall issues discussed

National conference here

•1•

SCS will be the host of a
NACURH President Ter- the NACURH stands on the
national conference this ry Serie, noted that this aforementioned issues. Stuweekend, during which will con£erence will stress an in- dents over 21 years of age
be discussed such residence creasing responsibility on
hall issues as co-ed visiting, the part of students to would ideally have their
alcoholic beverages and fac- guide the direction of the own hall, through separate
ulty facilities in the halls.
total hall environment. floors restricted to people
The National Ass0<:iation This constitutes mainly of age in a hall with minors
of College and University what he termed the "right would also be acceptable.
Residence Halls (NACURH) 1 to freedom and privacy", He favors coed housing,
whose base of operations meaning more specifically, noting that SCS is relatively
will be SCS until March, freedom for individualism advanced in this regard. He
plans as a part of its activi- (designing rooms as. well as . feels it is beneficial in that
ties, · an Executive Board entire halls), and pnvacy as it provides a situation more
meeting which will be at- one would find in onEfs conducive for interaction
tended by NACURH offi- own home, which means (related to the learning excers, SCS hall presidents, guests and the right to drink perience) of the opposite
Inter-Residence Hall Coun- alcoholic beverages.
sexes, eliminates s0<:ial and
cil members and adminispsychological
barriers, and
Serie outlined many of
trators.
definitely provides a more
pleasing atmosphere than
present segregated housing.

House members
here Tuesday

by school deans also is
planned. An open meeti~g
for interested faculty 1s
scheduled for 11 a.m. until
noon.
After having lunch with a
representative group of students, the legislators will
meet from 1 to 2 p.m. with
civil' service staff. A final
session with administrators
is scheduled for 2 p.m.
The meetings will be conducted in the Civic-Penney
Room of Atwood Center.
Lunch will be in HerbertAl 46.

Members of the Education Subcommittee of the
House Appropriations Committee will visit St. Cloud
State Tuesday.
Headed by Rep. Rodney
Searle, the subcommittee
will discuss the programs
and operational needs of
the college with administrators from 9 to 11 a.m. Sl>eakers will include President
Robert Wick, Vice President
Alfred Lease and Walter
Larson, placement director.
An audiovisual presentation

Mankato to hold
summer institute

Jantzen _covers every holiday
occasion with the flair of
fit-and-flair: stripeover
pantunic in navy brightened
· with white. Jan-spun pants
in matching colors. Both
purely unwiltable in all
Dacron® polyester double knit
••. wash it in a machine.
Pant-top sizes 36 to 40,
$25.00. Pant, sizes 8 to 18
$18.00. Loo~ for Jantzen on
Fandel 's second level

Mankato State College
has received a $29,500
grant from the National
Science Foundation for support of a summer instiute
in modern physics for 25
junior college instructors
from the Upper Midwest.
The six - week institute
will be conducted next summer, from July 20 to August 28, by Dr. Fred W. Inman, chairman of the Mankato State physics department, and Dr. Carl E. Miller, associate professor of
physics.
Dr. Inman said that the
institute will concentrate
on topics in modern physics, an area in which many
junior college instruc~ors
have not • been fully prepared.
The institute will also
help the junior colleges
strengthen their physics
programs as enrolli:nent
continues to grow, said the
institute director.
Institute participants will
sudy quantum mechanics,
with an emphasis on applications in solid, atomic and
nuclear physics, he said.
Study will also include advanced laboratory experiments and a series of lectures by specialists in the
field.
To be eligible for the institute, applicants must
have at least one full year
of teaching experience in
physics or physical science

at the time of application,
said Dr. Inman. All candidates should also have an
undergraduate major in
physics.
Preference in selection
will be given to those who
have not previously received an NSF grant, he
added.

Serie would also like to
see provisions made for
faculty and administrators
to live in a hall, presumably
on a part-time basis. This
would make it possible to
hold classes and seminars
in the halls at times other
than regular class hours,
and give hall students a
chance to consult with their
instructors on academic
problems. It would also give
faculty a chance to get a
first hand glimpse of what
present conditions are like ..
Another issue discussed
by NACURH lately has been
student participation in the
architectural planning of
halls and their facilities.
Serie noted that extensive
remodeling can be done to
present facilities, and still
house the same number of
students as before. For instance, where there now
exists three rooms housing
two students each, a rearranging of facilities could
allow for a three-room
apartment complex (using
the middle room as a living
room) and still comfortably
house the six · students that
formerly occupied that
space.

·

.

.

Photo by Dan FlahertY

MRS. ALVIN SCHELSKE explains one of the drums to
_youngsters from the Campus Lab School during the display of African goods.
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Our Girl Friday
Spain Trip

IVCF

Backway

F.inals got you down? Think
ahead to spring break and
spending seven days on an
island in the Mediterranean
Sea with us. It's "Split to
Spain" time with ABOG, so get
your gear and sign up in At-

Take a study break with Inter
Varsity. Go caroling with us
tonight. Meet in froot of Garvey
at 6 p.m. Bring your own lunch.

Come to the refreshing atmosphere of a 16th Century
Russian cellar and enjoy pastMarxian coffee. The Backway
Coffee House is open on Friday
nights for as long as you can
stay awake. It is located at 913
3rd Ave. So.

wood!

Geography
The next Goograpby Club
meeting will be held on J anuary 6, 1970 in room 146, Atwood
at 7 p.m. Please come and help
us plan an action-packed
agenda for Winter Quarter!

KVSC
KVSC will broadcast all home
Husky basketball games this
season. Game time is 7:30 p.m.
with a 7: 25 pre-game line-up.

Sno Daze
(cont. from p. 1)
freshments for the students.
A travelling tropb,Y.. and
$500 prize money will be
given to the top snow sculptures.
A rock band will play for
the snowball.
Dates and times of all
events will be published in
the Chronicle following vacation.
Overall chairmen for sno
daze are Kathy Ceronsky
and Jim Boyle. Other chairmen are: Mary Nygaard and
Denny Scheppe, publicity;
Sue Elshan and Joe Rorman, kick-off; Pat Nelson
and Don Nelson, concert;
Rick Bullard and Cathy
O'Donnell, coronation; Tom
Snegosky and Terri Stuckel,
ski day; Robby Link and
Terri Jesson, sno-games;
Louise Rampi, sno sculpture; Mary Barry and Judy
Wilkinson, awards; Diane
Heacox and Tom Holm,
judges; Scott Brunk and
Pat Peterson, dance; and
Jim Schwiderski, candlelight dinne:r;.

Senate
(cont. from p. 1)

presented to the City Council to demonstrate support
for "Project DinkyTown'\
Woods asked any student
wishing to help to contact

him.

In other Senate business·
A committee composed of
ffiHC and the Senate will
form a joint committee to
recommend possibilities for
co-ed dorms; Senate endorsed a campus ombudsman;
and Urdahl announced the
quarterly expenditures of
the S enate. Senate spent
$5945.29 not including the
$1740.00 for the experimental college, and have $7278.41 left for the year.

See the
Huskies beat
the Johnnies
Sat., 7:30
Halenbeck
'I

Aspen Trip
Don't forget to visit ABOG's
Spring Travel Center in front
of Atwood to find out what's
happening with the Aspen Trip
Mareh 21-27. All the juicy details are available there!

Treat Week
As a tre,at for final week, free
donuts, coffee and hot chocolate
will be available in room 146
and the Herbert room, Atwood
on Monday and Tuesday from
9-10 a.m.

Bowlers
Attention Women Bowlers!
Tryouts for the Women's Varsity and ACU-I bowling team
will be held on Wednesday and
Thursday, January 7 and 8.
Entry fee will be $2. Sign up
now down in the Games Area
of Atwood!

Talahi

Sti1dents must
register for

NDSL loans
Winter Quarter National Defense Student Loan and Economic Opportunity Grant checks
will be available to eligible students the week of December 8
through ~he 12th. To facilitate
this procedure this schedule is
to be followed:
1) During the week of December 1 through 5, report to
Room 117 Stewart Hall to sign
a register indicating the hour
of the day you wish to pick up
your check. The register will
be set up to cover hourly periods from 8 a.m. to 12 noon each
day during the week of December 8 through 12.
2) During the week of December 8 through 12, students· report to Room 117, Stewart Hall,

at the hour for which they registered and pickup their check.

Committee
• •
pos1t1ons
open
There are openings for
co-chairmen of New Student Days, May Daze,
Homecoming '70, and Parents Day, which is held
May 3. Applications are
now available on the door
-of the Senate Office. Please
fill one out and leave in the
basket on a senate desk. Interviews will be in the Senate Office Jan. 6 at 3 p.m.,
Jan. 7 at 4 p.m., Jan. 8 at 4
p.m. and Jan. 12 at noon.

Concert on
Cablevision
"The Caroleers," a women's select group, will be
featured in a 40-minute musical Christmas concert Dec.
21.
- The program will be aired
on WJON Cablevision, channel 3.
Presented by the SCS
Radio-Television Guild, the
program will be shown at 7
p.m. "This Is Your Time,"
will be pre-empted for the
broadcast.
I)

•

I

Be sure to buy your 1970
Talahi the first week of winter
quarter. Booths will be in Atwood and around campus,. The
charge is $5 plus 15 cents state
sales tax. They're the greatest
ever!

-

Newman

Phofo by John Peterson

OUR GIRL FRIDAY is Karie Damon, a sophomore

Monday, Dec. 8, is the Feast
of the Immacula'te Conception.
Ma.sres are at 11 a.m., 12 noon,

from Alexander Ramsey in St. Paul. She is majoring
in art education and likes to ski and travel.

Workshop applications· taken
Applications are being
accepted at St. Cloud State
College for a 1970 conservation workshop designed
primarily for elementary
and secondary teachers other than biology majors. The
workshop is limited to 30
participants, who may earn
four graduate or undergraduate credits.
The session will be held

Aug. 2-14 at the 640-acre cepted on the basis of apLong Lake Conservation plication date and greatest
Center, surrounding Long possible benefit from the
Lake in Aitkin County. Par- workshop, but biology ma;
ticip~ts will study soil, jors will be considered only
water, vegetation, wildlife, if they have had limited
land use and conservation field biology experience,
education, according to Dr. Partch said.
Max Partch, workshop diApplications and more
rector and professor of bjolinformation are available
ogy at St. Cloud.
from Dr. Partch at St. Cloud
Applicants will be ac- State College.

College
is a waste of time ...
UNLESS YOU SECURE A .POSITION THAT "TURNS YOU ON" UTILIZING
THE SKILLS DEVELOPED THROUGH YOUR COLLEGE EDUCATION.
Why should you consult GRADUATE PERSONNEL, INC.? Because we (1) Charge
,no fees to the applicant-client companies assume all hiring costs including
the placement fee, (2) Is a professional college placement service, specializing
in entry level positions, (3) Maintains constant contact with Employers in the
greater metropolitan area. We know the advantages and disadvantages of
each firm ... DO YOU?
Here are a few of the many new positions secured by GRADUATE PERSONNEL,
INC. each day:
PERSONNEL TO $775
Entry level position with Twin Cities based tech
Any degree qualifies, prefer extensive math,
oriented firm for recent Psych, or I.R. grad. Must
business, edp or Science course-work. Broadly - be able to effectively communicate and relate
to the college scene .. Travel only during college
based training program will involve exposure to
all EDP areas. Will hove own syst~m responsibil- recruiting season.
ities within 18 months.
ADMINISTRATIVE TRAINEE $650
PROGRAMMING $725

MARKETING $725-800
Unique opportunity for business grad to join
the marketing dept. of this local industry leader.
Candidate will be given 3 month orientation
unaer mktg. mgr., then given his own project
or program to develop.

Diversification is the key to this future oriented
career position. Candidates will be given "endless" opportonities to determine strongest areas
of interest and talent. Applicants must be
"liberal arts" grads as well as aggressive in
personality. Company is considered one of the
fastest growing, as well as most progressive
in the country.

graduate

2040 Dain Tower

personnel
inc.

527 Marquette Avenue

I fl U

Minneapolis, Minn. 55402
(612) 339-9751
Ill

r
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Sound and Fury
'Celehrate'..iJ'eaUtiflli~- ·cass·-Schmaltzy
by Bill Marcus

· (Editor's Note: Sound and Fury, a column devoted
to exploring all facets of popular music, will become
a regular feature of Chronicle beginning with this
issue. Predominantly Rock oriented, it will keep readers posted on what is happening in new albums, concerts. and other musical areas, as well as offer criticism of new rock jazz, folk, and miscellaneous releases. Feedback ~nd suggestions for improvement
are welcomed, and may be directed to Bill Marcus in
care of the Chronicle. Albums reviewed will be played as features of KVSC Montage, 88.5.)

Three Dog Night
"Suitable for Framing" (Dunhill DS-50058) is one
of the most captivating albums I've heard in a long
time. Supporting the concept that America really
does have something to offer in the way of Rock
vocalists, they clearly demonstrate a harmonic mastery that is as gratifying as it is versatile.
Rarely, in fact, does an album appear that is
worth the price of purchase for one song only. No,
it is not "Easy to Be Hard" or "Eli's Coming", their
latest singles, but the last cut of the second side,
"Celebrate". Aside from being a beautiful song, the
group gets a chance to show off everyone, putting
together what sounds like concerted effort at real
excitement. It works.
Danny Hutton, Chuck Negron, and Cory Wells
make the vocal section, while the lesser known, and
certainly not the least, members consist of Mike
Allsup, guitar; Jimmy Greenspoon, organ; Joe
Schermie, bass; and Floyd Sneed, drums.
Interpreting other people's music is definitely
their thing, which is to be commended in this case,
as they do it with a skill that is almost unparalleled.
Hutton did write one song, "Dreaming Isn't Good
For You", which is good in sections, but . not up to
par with the rest of their material. Sneed displays a
little of his drum work in a driving drum-and-rhythmstick bit entitled "King Solomon's Mines".

"Move in a Little Closer, Baby", "It's Getting Better,"
and the title song.
Her voice, while strong in many respects, works
much more viably with the type of harmonic back-up
she got with M&P. For this reason, many of the cuts
sound relatively empty, though many are backed by
horns and strings.
Cass has definitely gone commercial, which
for me, removes a lot of the former appeal. The arrangements strive for a smooth delivery, too smooth
in fact, and while they are all' musically "correct",
they tend to get boring after a while. If it hadn't
been for the two hit singles, this one would be zero.
Give her credit for effort, but don't expect the same
old jolly fat girl that you came to adore a few years
ago.

Less Furious
You should know, if you don't already, that
cute guitar-picker with his own TV show, Glen Campbell, will be appearing with Jackie DeShannon at the
Met Sports Center tomorrow night at 8:30. Knowledgable people say the show really tears the place
apart. Tickets at the Met and Dayton's . . . Macales-·
ter will host the chambers Brothers and Flash Tuesday, Sunday afternoon at 3:00 in the Field House.
Should be a hell of a show . . . The Factory will play
here Friday night for a dance at the Coliseum. Gets
going at 8:30 ... Janis Joplin is on the road again
after a short jail gig. She got a little carried away
while trying to compete with police bullhorns at her
Tampa concert last week. The cops were trying to
control the crowd while Miss Joplin was trying to
sing. Finally, she let loose with a few "obscenities",
whereupon the cops hauled her away on a profanity
charge. If she teams up with Jim Morrison, they
could have quite an act.

I

Chris"tmas
•
concert is

Sunday
Sunday at 3 p.m. and 8
p.m. the St. Clouct State Music Department will present
the annual Christmas Festival of Music in Stewart Hall
auditorium.
Music from Bach to the
20th century· will be performed by aifferent groups
in the music dept. Large
groups include: a women's
select choir, 'The Caroleers',
singing selections from
Benjamin Britten's "A Ceremony of Carols"; the St.
Cloud State Wind Ensemble
playing a collection of traditional Christmas music including Leroy Anderson's
"Christmas Festival"; and
the Men's choir singing
"Three Early Christmas
Carols" arr. by Robert Powell, and "The Boars Lea4
Carol" by contemporary arranger, Harry Simeone.
Dr. James Flom will cond~ct the two choral groups
and Fred J. Marzan will direct the Wind Ensemble.
Dr. Flom will also conduct
the concert choir in Palestrinas "Exalte Deo".
The concert choir will do
a
combination
number
"Glory to God" by Hovannes
with a Brass choir. The
Brass choir will also do Anderson's "Suite of Carols"
with Kowalski conducting.

Concert
(cont. on p. 7, col. 5)

"Lady Samantha", another one of the really outsfanding cuts, is soft and moody at times, breaking
into a driving refrain that has some unusual haroony.
"Feelin' Alright" is an offshoot of the jazz-rock style
made famous by Blood, Sweat and Tears, supported
by horns and gutsy vocals.
I could go on for s·ome time over the whole album (Let's just say I'm not tired of listening to it yet
after a week of constant playing). It is definitely more
polished and professional than the first album, but
does not drift into commercialism, an attribute common to outstanding groups. Give it to somebody you
like for Christmas.

Mama Cass Elliot
Since leaving the Mamas and Papas, Mama Cass
has done a lot for herself; gained a little weight, procured a new wardrobe, and completely changed her
style. The former and the latter are not to her advantage.
Her latest album, "Make Your Own Kind of
Music", is a vast departure from the folk-rock oriented M&P. The bulk of the songs are schmaltzy,
overdone, and repetitious, with the exception of

-THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST is one of three one-act productions
being presented tonight. The series of plays also includes "The Zoo Story" and
"No Exit." Performances are in Stage II of the Performing Arts Center.
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Under Common Market program
•

Student teachers encounter inner city
This fall for the fir.st time,
students at state colleges
up to 230 miles from the
Twin Cities are student
teaching in inner • city
scboolS!
Under a new Common
Market educational program, student teachers
from state colleges at St.
Cloud, Mankato, Moorhead,
Winona and Bemidji are
channeled
through
St.
Cloud, into metropolitanarea schools.
Dr. Floyd Perry, professor of education at St. Cloud
and coordinator of the program, said about 50 secondary :md elementary school
student teachers will be assigned each quarter this
school year.
Before classes began this
fall the program's 31 student teachers in Minneapo-

lis schools and the 17 in St.
Paul took a six-hour guided
tour of the Twin Cities.
"Just being in the city
makes many facilities available the student teachers
otherwise would never encounter," Perry said. "Students can't make a realistic
choice regarding city teaching without the actual experience."
There are 12 participating schools this fall, but
Perry would like to cluster
the participants more, encouraging the sharing of ex- ·
periences and ideas.
Students interested in the
program request a metropolitan school when applying for student teachmg,
Perry said. Those the colleges recommend are then
assigned.
So far participants have

been enthusiastic and cooperation has been "just terrific," said Mark Hokenson,
assistant professor of education at St. Cloud and halftime coordinator of the program.
Perry said the schools
realize they are getting
more manpower, but they
also want to- develop more
good potential teachers for
their districts. He cited
several benefits of the program:
• Any Minnesota state
college can offer its student
teachers the opportunity
for a "metropolitan experience."
• The employment possibilities of more students
and the recruiting potential
of the city schools are enhanced.
• School districts and

Credits given for summer
psychology travel course
Psychology students will
be able to earn college credit while traveling through
northeastern United States
next summer under a new
course available at St. Cloud
State.
The course, Psychology
410, earns eight undergraduate credits upon completion of a one-month tour of
behaviorally • oriented pro- grams in the· East.
· The course-trip, scheduled
for second summer session,
July 21-Aug. 21, 1970, will
be limited to 35 undergraduate psychology students

from St. Cloud and other
colleges.
The group plans_ to visit
such places as research centers, psychological apparatus plants, inner city projects, governmental agencies, animal research and
training facilities, social
problem areas and granting
agencies.
More information is available from Gerald Mertens,
assistant professor of psychology at St. Cloud.
Mertens hopes the tour.
will attract the "regular fulltime college student, but

added, "To achieve this goal
we need a low-cost trip.
This means camping out or
using sleeping bags in free
or inexpensive boarding
places." Mertens requested
help from people who might
know of available lodging.
States included in the
tour are Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, . Massachusetts, Connecticut, New
York, New Jersey, Maryland, Virginia, Indiana, Missouri, Kansas, Iowa and
Washington D. C.

supervising teachers have
to work with only one student teaching agency and
program instead of five.
• Students from five colleges can work together and
exchange ideas.• College supervisors can
live in the area, which reduces travel time, leaves
more- time for supervision
and saves the colleges money.
Three full-time supervisors live in the Twin Cities
and work closely with the
program and its participants.
"We're still on a trial basis," Perry said, "and the
future of the program depends upon the Common
Market Student Teacher
Council." The group plans
three meetings per quarter
to discuss the program's
progress and problems,
Perry added.
The council includes six
representatives from ·Minneapolis and St. Paul public schools, one student
teacher and one supervisor
from each state college and
Dr. David Sweet, vice chancellor for academic affairs
of the State Colle,2e System.
Student representatives
are: Helen Simonet, Minneapolis, fro_m St. Cloud State;
Carol Reibel, White Bear
Lake, from Winona State~
Scott Juhl, St. Paul, from

Mankato State; Anthony
Hieb, Jr., St. Paul, from Bemidji State, and Pamela
Bock, Minneapolis, from
Moorhead State.

Jam the gym
Residence halls will "Jam
the Gym" Saturday when
the Huskies meet the St.
John's Johnnies in Halenbeck Hall.
A section will be reserved
for each hall so they can
cheer together. The dorm
that cheers the loudest or
has the best original cheer
will receive a cheering trophy that will continue
through the season.
Contact the overall dorm
chairman if you wish to sit
in the reserved section. Students will receive a free
ticket. Game time is 7:30

Concert
(cont. from p. 6)
Jerry Luedders will lead
the Clarinet Choir in four
numbers.
A new group this year is
'Sound 16'; a 16 voice pop
group directed by Jim Filibeck. Mary Beth Ross is
their accompanist.
'rickets are $1 for adults
and 50 cents fo.r students
with fee statements at the
Performing Arts Theater
box office.

SAVE 50%

BARGAINS?
... only a professional knows

at it every

Today, all diamonds have determinable value. If a stone

second of the day • • •

standard price for it and doesn't need to sell it to you

has any worthy quality to it, a jeweler can obtain the
' 'wholesale." Many so-called "bargain" diamonds have

EXTENDING BANKING SERVICE

first been marked up in order to be ''slashed down ." It
costs no more to buy your diamond from a reputable

If a finClncial need or problem arises, rely on us. We' re
constantly working to expand and extend the many ways
we con serve you.

firm with qualified personnel to properly evaluate the
stone you select. As members of the American Gem
Society, you may be assured of both our reliability and.

"A

proven knowledge.

Celebrating
80 Years of
Progress!

ST. CLOUD, MINNESOTA
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Gymn~sts to
play home
on Satm·day

*f
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Coach Arlynn Anderson
will give St. Cloud State College gymnastic fans their
first look at his 1969-70 Hus- kies on Saturday when entertaining the University of
Northern Iowa at 2 p.m. in
Halenbe~k Hall.

i
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Cagers open on
triumphant note
St. Cloud had a big 55-33 advantage. Jeff Barrott had 18
of them, and spring-legged
Louie Boone picked off 12.

by Dick Dahl

The St. Cloud State Huskies opened their 1969-70
basketball season on a triumphant note with a 77-64
count over the River Falls
(Wis.) State Falcons at Halenbeck nan · Monday night.
Jumping off to a 14-2 lead,
St. Cloud held on and fought
off several rallies by the
Falcons to gain the win.
River Falls drew within
five at 28-23 with 4:57 remaining in the first half before the Huskies jumped
their lead up -to 42-30 at intermission.
River Falls stormed back
to cut the lead t0 43-39 early
in the second half but the
scoring of Steve Strandemo,
Louie Boone, and Jeff Barrott was too much for the
Falcons to overcome. Strandemo and Barrott each scored 16 in the game, with
Boone adding 15.
Dennis Burich of River
Falls took the game scoring
honors with 19 points, while
Bob Kunze, a slick freshman guard who played for
Duluth Central in the state
high school basketball tournament last year, scored 17.
River Falls hit on 44 per
cent of its shots, while the
Huskies shot at a 43 per
cent rate. The difference in
the game can be seen, however, in the rebound totals.

St. Cloud gained its first
taste of competition this
past weekend when taking
part in the demanding Midwest Open at Chicago, Illinois.
The calibre of entries was
very high," Anderson said,
"but it gave us a chance to
tune up for Northern Iowa.
In general, I was well pleased with our individual efforts."
·

Coach Duane Olson got a
good look at most of his
players as 12 Huskies saw
action in the game. True to
Olson's forecast, the Huskies ran and used a fullcourt press.
Next game is Saturday
with the Johnnies of St.
John's at Halenbeck Hall.
The Huskies and Johnnies
have always had a tight rivalry, with the Johnnies
usually coming out on top.
Since the war years, St.
John's has won 23 of 33
games. Last year St. Cloud
downed St. John's by an 8368 margin.
The Huskies will see plenty of action over Chlistmas
break. Games include the
following: Dec.13-at North
Dakota State, Dec. 16-at
South Dakota .State, Dec. 17
-at Northern (S.D.) State,
Dec. 19-Concordia (here),
and Dec. 22-at Macalester.
On Dec. 29, 30, and 31
the Granite City Classic will
again be held in St. Cloud.
The first round of the tournament will include the following match-ups: River
Falls vs. St. John's, Eastern
Washington vs. Moorhead,
Bemidji vs. Nasson (Maine),
and Lacrosse (Wis.) vs. St.
Cloud.

Three Huskies drew praise
from Anderson for "scoring
well and hitting their routines. " They were Jeff
Chinn, freshman from Robbinsdafe Cooper; Captain
Gill Gillespie, senior from
Moorhead; and Jim Watson,
sophomore from Osseo.

MIKE ARNOLD of the Huskies, 40, fights for jump ball
rights against River Falls (Wis.), as Louis Boone, 24, looks
on. The Huskies came out on top, 77-64.
·

Photo by Conny Gulden

Wrestling
(cont. from p. 9)

158-Gene Barrett, sophomore from St. Cloud Cathedral, and Bob Lauritsen,
sophomore from Montivideo.
167-John Behrens, junior from Appleton, and Darrell Wicks, freshman from
Canby.
177,---Jim Phillips, sophomore from East High School
in Denver, Colo., and Tim
Raymond, freshman from
Little Falls.
190-Geno Perrozzi, sophomore from Minneapolis DeLaSalle, and Mark Prom,
freshman from St. Cloud
Tech.
Heavyweight - Gary Boman sophomore from St.
Clou'd Tech, . and Mel Eliason, freshman from Coon

Rapids.
Youth obviously reigns
supreme in the listing. For
example, only Griffith,
Johnson and Hartzberg are
lettermen. In addition, no
seniors and only three juniors are included. The remainder are sophomores
and freshmen.

Claim lost article
The main desk of Atwood has
a number of lost and found items
such as· rings, slide rules , and
a watch that can be claimed. If
anyone has lost any of these
items in the last two years he
is encouraged to pick them up
at the main desk upon identifi-

cation.

Anderson expects nine
St. Cloud gymnasts to carry
the load against invading
Northern Iowa Saturday. In
addition to Chinn, Gillespie
and Watson, they include
Dennis Anderson, freshman
from Austin; Mike Nilles,
sophomore from Robbinsdale Cooper; Gene Palmer,
junior from Fairmont; Jim
Renner, sophomore from
Detroit Lakes; Mitch Vogt,
sophomore from Detroit
Lakes; and Ed Johnson, .
sophomore -from Robbinsdale.
Saturday's meet will be
St. Cloud's only appearance
at Halenbeck Hall until January. The Huskies take to
the road Dec. 12 and 13 before taking a break for the
Christmas holidays.

What have you done for your ears
lately? Take them to TEAM for
the treat of their life!

Craig Portable Cassette Pf ayer

SR-A101MU

SR-RL81SF

Sound Equipment to Fit Your Budget
BARGAINS GALORE:
Y' Stereos from $60
Y' Panasonic TV's from $65
(One month free cable TV service with each TV)

• Fast forward
•·Earphone
• High power

~•cs

Take this cassette player anywhere. Plays
prerecorded cassette tape. Fast forward
provides quick program selection. High
power output for a strong, clear sound.
Earphone .and AC adapter jacks. 2801

I will beat or match any legitimate retail quote on the follo"'Ying brands
• Garrard
• Fisher

• Dual
Koss

• Ampex

• Sony

• Harmon Kardon

• Panasonic

• Standard

and others. Will accept trades.
Free Tape and Headphone offer with specified equipment.

Gary .Engler 507 .3rd Ave. So. 251-6428

TEAM4t Electronics

119·5th Avenue South
Across from the
Public Library
St. Cloud, Minn. 251-1335

Bill Fox, Owner

C

I
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Pros invade
Collegeville
for.-benefit
The St. John's University
hockey team is sponsoring a
professional wrestling card
Wednesday to raise funds
for their college team.
A total of three matches
will take place in the SJU
gymnasium, beginning at 8
p.m.
In the opening event, Bob
Windham is pitted against
Larry Hennig. :Epouard Carpentier will go against Mad
Dog Vachone in the second
event, and Hard Boiled Haggerty takes on Billy Red
Lyons in the special main
event.
Ticket prices are $1.25
for students and $2 for
adults, and can be obtained
.from Erickson's Sign Co. in
St. Cloud.
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Pucksters travel
to Fargo, N. D.

Another two-game hockey very apparent against Chiseries is on tap this week- cago Circle," Coach Basch
end for St. Cloud State, as admitted, "but I was pleased
Sports Editor
the Huskies are slated to in- with the way our team came
A salute goes out to Mike Trewick, Bob O'Neel,
vade Fargo, N. D., for a non- back in the second game
and Dave Renslow as recipients of All-NIC conference
cbnference twin bill with and took charge. We still
honors.
Concordia. •
were not able to play well
Without a doubt, these three Huskies put forth
Coach Charlie Basch's together, but we got some
that extra effort each and every Saturday of the
icemen will oppose the Cob- fine individual efforts."
1969 football season.
hers tonight at 8:30 p.m.
Among the individuals
*
*
*
*
and again Saturday at 4 drawing Basch's praise was
Christmas vacation should be football-filled with
p.m.
. John Fitzsim1:1ons, freshman
some of the __best grid pairings since the advent of
The Huskies will take a from Roseville Alexander
the Army-Navy and USC-UCLA rivalries.
1-1 record into the Concor- Ramsey, who scored three
Since this will be the last "scrutinizer" for Fall
dia series after splitting ~oals and ~dded ~ne assist
Quarter '69, a few prognostications are in order:
honors in the season open- m Saturdays 7-4 victory.
1. Orange Bowl. Sixth-ranked Missouri upsetting
ers against the University
Bob Johnson, junior from
third-ranked Penn State.
of Illinois, Chicago Circle, Rochester John Marshall,
2. Rose Bowl. Southern Cal over Michigan.
at Columbia Arena in Frid- added two goals and two as3. Cotton Bowl. Notre Dame suffering defeat
ley this past weekend.
sists in that conquest while
at the hands of either Texas or Arkansas (ND's op• " Our lack of ice time was Tony Sarsland and Al Payne .
·
concluded the scoring in
ponent is undecided at this time).
4. Sugar Bowl. The loser of the Arkansas-Texas
that game. Sarsland is a
clash to walk all over Mississippi
seniorfrornSt.PaulMounds
View and Payne is a senior
5. Gator Bowl. Tennessee to put it to Florida.
from Richfield.
6. Sun Bowl. And, Nebraska to breeze by GeorSt. Cloud State will open co-captain and backstroker
Paul Oberstar, Dale Parigia.
its 1969-70 varsity swim- from St. Louis Park; Dave seau and Jim Proulx scored
As for the unpredictable AFL-NFL playoofs and
ming season Saturday by Woodward, junior co-cap- St. Cloud's goals in the ·5-3
their Super Bowl competition, I'll place myself out
entering the Minnesota Col- tain and breaststroker from loss on Friday. Oberstar is a
on a limb having less elasticity than a Lay's potato
legiate
Relays at Hamline St. Cloud Tech; Gary Soder, junior from Hibbing, Parichip. Here it is:
University
in St. Paul.
junior NIC breaststroke seau a sophomore from St.
1. The Minnesota Vikings as E'L Western Con·
More than 15 colleges champion from St. Cloud Paul Hill and Proulx a freshference Champs over the Dallas Cowboys of the East.
from across the state are Tech.; Tim Lloyd, junior man from St. Paul Johnson.
2. Oakland, AFL Western Conference Champs,
expected to compete for top distance freestyler and last
Ron Gordon, senior capover "Broadway" Joe Namath and Company (New
honors in that meet when ·year's top point~getter from tain from St. Paul HumYork) of the Eastern AFL.
members of the Northern Foley; Craig Pearson, junior boldt, and Greg Soweija;
3. Super Bowl Champs: Ya, you guessed it. Oak• ·
Intercollegiate Conference short distance free-styler sophomore from Farmingl~nd the loser, and our Minnesota Vikings the big
and the Minnesota Intercol- from Minneapolis Roosevelt; ton, split goaltending duties
winner.
legiate
Athletic Conference Mark Ammend, junior dis- in the Chicago Circle duels
*
*
*
meet head on with the tance freestyler from Hop- and are expected to do so
It's not surprising to hear that the Husky basstate's "independents" for kins; and Mike Thome, so- again this weekend against
ketball team is rated this season as a top contender
the first time in history.
phomore breaststroker from Concordia. Gordon had 23
in the NIC. St. Cloud has won at least a share of 10
C o a c h Rufus Wilson St. Cloud Tech.
saves in St. Cloud's loss and
NIC titles in the past 12 years.
Soweija 22 in the win.
knows
it
will
be
a
chaHeng~
Freshmen
listed
as
possiAlthough Coach Noel Olson is noncommital when
ing meet. "The competition ble entries Saturday are
asked about his team's chances, he will admit that
will
be very strong," he said, Jim Challas, short distance
one of his toughest tasks is choosing a starting lineup.
"but we hope it will help us freestyler from R9seville
It appears as though the basketball roster for
gauge
our
individual Alexander Ramsey; Tony
this season is a talented one, and typical of the past
strengths
or
weaknesses.
Upkes, .middle distance
dozen years.
And it should help us get freestyler from St. Cloud
ready for the reS t of the Tech· Brad Orrben freestylseason."
'
.
'
.
Although Wilson is not . er. f~om ~dma; an~ Mike
yet certain of his lineup for W1srnewski, short distance
Youthful SCS will jump
the early -opener, he does freestyl~r from St. ~aul into the 1969-70 wrestling
anticipate using at least 15 Mechamc ~t~. _Mark Willes, season in ambitious fashion
members of his current fr~shman md1v1dual_ medley Saturday when invading the
squad.
swimmer• from ~dma! re- University of Northern Iowa
for the UNI Invitational."
Lettermen expected to
Swimmino· St. Cloud State will play tion stronger this season. lead the way Saturday in- Coach John Oxton is far
~
host to a Midwest Intercol- Members of the squad in- elude Jay Olson, sophomore
from decided on a lineup
(cont. on p. 11, col. 5)
legiate Bowling Conference clude: John Simons, Lake
for the opener, but he has
tournament Saturday. The City Sophomore; Randy
indicated that two - names
action begins at noon on the Puppe, Red Wing Senior;
will be submitted as possiAtwood Center Lanes with Brian Taaffe, Minneapolis
ble entries in each weight
St. Cloud State meeting Senior; Harold Bares, Sauk
division and final selections
Northern State College and Rapids Freshman; Dan Richmade later.
North Dakota State facing ter, Granite Falls SophoOxton's tentative lineup
more; Bob Heilig, St. Paul
South Dakota Tech.
includes the following HusThe Husky Keglers have Senior; Geoffrey Johnson,
kies:
dominated league play the Red Wing Senior and Fred
118~ Dan Griffith, junior
past two years but are find- Simons, Bloomington Senfrom Morris, and Bruce
ing intercollegiate competi- ior.
Thompson, freshman from
Prior Lake.
126- Greg Johnson, sophmain level
omore from St. Cloud Tech;
and Rod Doolittle, sophoshoe salon
more from Coon Rapids.
TACO
134-Kevin Jensen, sophomore from Minneapolis
DeLaSalle, and Bill Raffloer,
freshman from Memorial
High School in Amityvillem,
A great Christmas cheer

!

•
SWlmmers prepare

4

Grapple1·s
to -become
experienced

Bowlers play host

for Midwest tourney

g'444

We~uns®

N.Y.

Also: Tostadas
Chili
Barbecues
OPEN 11 a.m.-1 a.m.
OPEN 'til 2 a.m.
Wed., Fri. & Sat. ,

115 Division - Waite Park
(1 Block West Of Crossroads)

PARKING
EAT HERE Or
TAKE OUT
And Use Our
Drive In Window

Phone 252·6633 ·

142-Eric
Hjelmeland,
junior from Cokato, and
Vern Trandem, sophomore
from Spring Lake Park.
150-Don Hartzberg, junior from Robbinsdale, and
Doug Kugler, freshman
from St. Cloud Tech.

Is the newest 1nusic gear
fro1n Mac's Music Store.
Stop in and see our guitars, banjos, ukes and
other fine instruments.

Mac's Music Store - Downtown St. Cloud

.

Wrestling
(cont. on p. 9, col. 3)
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Chronicle Classifieds
2 NEAR-NEW VW 6-hole rimsideal for snow tires. $12. 251· 8320.

WANTED
HELP WA NT E D licensed
beauty operator. Full or parttime. Call 252-8737.

SINGER Featherweight sewing
machin~. 252-l<Yn.

COUPLE to care for 4 children

'62 ford - cheap! New battery,

ages 11, 10, 7, and 6, while parents vacation for 10 days. Call

plugs, points - call 252-4954.

252-4890.

PERSONAL

GARAGE-location is no matter.

3 piece group wanted. Call 253-

2032 or 251-9560. Bill.
ROOM & BOARD in St. Cloud
in return for babysitting. Call
Steffanie Foster TA-5-2160 Mpls.
RIDE TO SEATTLE, Dec. 12
or after. Contact Greg, 252-8792.

PART•TIME h~lp wanted on
dairy farm. Call 252-4080.
TYPING WANTED by exru><rir-••

encecl typist 251-8552.

TYPING WANTED - 251~184.
2 PEOPLE needed to share gas

expense to Florida over Christmas: Call Bill, 251-3758.
winter qtr.
from Fridley Spring Lake Park
area, 45141108.
WANTED

HHD is coming, Feb. 2oth.
MIKE: Happy 21st on Dec. 14th.
HAPPY LIFE Jeanne Wenrel.

Your Kris.

GARY PRINTUP'S draft num-

ber is #78. Good luck, Gar, we
all feel safe now! ! !
M&M Productions won the draft
drarwi:ng 98 and 320 !

- - - - --

GOOD LUCK PITA and Shirley.

L.L.

over Christmas, cal:l Bili, 251-

CAROL J.

is a glue sniffer!.

3758.
GIRL to babysit winter qtr.,

afternoon, for students - 2 children, 251; 2116.
3 GIRLS to share apartment.
321½ 4th Ave. So. 25141511. •

Housing during
Christmas vacation. Contact
255-3577, 103 2 buzzes, Janet.
WANTED:

FOR SALE
MERCEDES-BENZ, 1960, leath'th
er seats, 4 spd., new engine wi
tank heater, $900.00. Ron Edman, 255-2509, ~-509 Shoe.
GOLF CLUBS. 253-184-0 Jack.
'66 CHEV BISCAYNE, 2 dr.
sedan, 283, 4 speed, mags $700.

Call final week, 252-7414.
DORM CONTRACT - Stearns
Hall 3rd floor. Contact Glenn,
255-3473.
SC;UBA GEAR - complete out-

fit, .$150. 252-7160.
PORT. HOME DRAFT BEER
BAR and refrigerator, pay-

ments, offer, trade, Dave 2527966.
.
NEW & USED STEREOS - Garrard, Dual, Ampex, Harmon
Kardon, Fisher, Koss, Sony,
Paniasonic and others. Wili accept trades. Gary Engler 507
3rd Ave. Across from Case. 2516428.
1 PR. Head competition Giant

Slalom skis, Marker toes, lift
cables, cheap 251~8.
·
CAMERA - brand new 35 mm

Miranda FV. Big discount, also
35 MM Argus C-3 and 8 mm
reg. 8 movie camera like new.

252-2043.
NORTHLAND
SKIS.
Never
used. Call 253-1640 after 6:00
p.m.

ST. CLOUD HOBBY SHOP 10 per cent of art supplies over

$5.
ALPINE SKI SHOP _ 5 per cent
off on full retail items over $25,
doesn't include fair trade or
sale items.
ST. CLOUD HOBBY SHOP 419

for girls winter
and spring qtr. Approved housing 814 5th Ave. So. Ask for
Linda or Mrs. Barringer. 253-

ALPINE SKI SHOP - 817 St.

St. Germain.

Germain.
ROOMS

2549.
FOR RENT - 2 bedroom home
15 miles So. of city, $100 includes heat. Married students
only. 252-9515.

2 GIRLS for private home. $100
qtr.-share kitchen, bathroom,
lounge. Available winter and
spring. 252-4876.

and
1 garage, excel. cond., 4 bllcs
to campus. Prefer no smoking.
251-4722.

apt. Januacy 1, 5 blocks from campus.
$40-mo. 252-7471.

1 OR 2 MALE VACANCIES

CA HOUSING for girls - 812

2 PEOPLE need ride to Florida

ATTENTION

PHY. ED. MAJORS are Virgins !!! We don't have time!
2 VACANCIES

Call Greg, 255-2564.

RIDE

TALENTED? Over 21? 1-2 or

6th.Ave. So. Call 252-9675 or 2529771.

1 MALE TO SHARE

· CA HOUSING for women. $99qtr. 1 block from campus. Park-

ing available. 394 2nd Ave. So.
251--0052.

PERMANENT PARKING - 252-

COLLEGE APPR OVED housmg
·
. APPROVED HOUSING for girls
for women - winter qtr. Park- 327 4th Ave. So. 252-4205. Ask
AL TE RATIONS - men's and ing facilities available. 411 5th for Connie.
251 2678
ladies'. Cal:l 252-2204 after 4 p.m.• Ave. So. Call
'
CONS I DE R
YOURSELF
MEN - unapproved housing, LUCKY! L&L still has winter
USE YOUR
DIS- Jicensed , wm
· ter and spnng
·
·
Contac t the
COUNT
CARD!STUDENT
·
q tr. vacancies.
qtrs., room with kitchen and house mother at:
living room. Close to college
727-5th S.
252-7498
RECORD - 8-track, 80 min: 252-3886.
·
711-8th S.
252-8395
stereo tape cartridges. $4.00 - - - - - - - - - 927-5th s.
252-6360
tape included. 251-008.
FREE ROOM: Opening, 2 girls,
912-5th S.
252-7518
private room, in exchange for
920-5th s.
25241533
LOVE HER? Ring her! With housekeeping for male students.
524-7th S.
252-9465
a diamond from Feiler Jewel- 252-7966.
715-001 S.
252-7186
ers.

1621 on ·5th Ave.

- - --

------

AT TE NT I ON
STUDENT
TEACHERS AND FUTURE
STUDENT
TEACHERS
IN
MPLS. SUBURBS - rooms avail-

able for 2 student teachers for
winter and spring quarters. Excellent suburban location at
N.E. corner of Hwy. 65 and I.
· 694. A very reasonable $12.50
a week includes FULL run of
two bedroom; air-conditioned,
carpetoo apartment, full use
of TV HIFI and tape recorder,
cooking facilities, etc. My brother and I are both recent SCSC
grads. He teached in Anoka and
I teach in Robbinsdale. H int.erested, call 788-5580 after 6
p.m. John or Joe Gindele, 995
Lynde Drive NE Apt. 6, Fridley,
Minn. 55421.
COMMUTER

BUS

LOST
GOLD LOCKET. Reward. Call

253-1804.

es. Desperate. Call 252-8112.
SILVER ID BRACELET, "Ka-

ren." Reward. Call 251-2428.

RUDY'S
HEALTH CLUB
& SUANA BATH
26-Wilson Ave. N.E.

SERVICE.

RegistratiOIIl for winter qtr,,
daily service - Friday, Atwood
Union. Be sure to be there to
reserve your seat. "Leave the
driving to us." Weekend tickets
will be sold also.

Reduced Rates
Ror Students

CALL
252-8230

WORK & , SKI, winter or yearround, lodge & ski area, ski pa-

or

trol, lift operators, wad.tress,
maid, laundry, cooks, kitchen
help. Include full information.
Write or phone: Lutsen Resort
& Ski Area, Lutsen, Minnesota
55612. 218~63-7212.

•
Entertainment

•
•
• Wednesday and Friday 9 to 1 p.m. •
• Happy Ht>·Jr: Tues., Wed., Thurs., 5-8 p.m. •
Across from public library-5 blocks from campus

251-9779

q_tr_··_2_52_-2_1_34_·_ _ _ _ __
VACANCIES available for win:
ter and spring for women in
home. 4 blocks from college.
252-4876.
•
BOYS - openings 3 blocks from
campus winter qtr. Living
room, kitchen, 251-2116. Joyce.
CA HOUSING for women winter-spring qtr. Inquire 626-oth
Ave. So. or call 252-9226.
CA HOUSING for women will

have 3-4 openings for winter
quarter - ½ block from campus422 4th Ave. So. Call 252-4074.
$120-qtr.
1 GIRL, share house, unapproved, 253-2602.

HOUSING - 2 girls to share mobile home. Transportation available, Kathy 251-3172.
WANTED MAlE roommate to

share three bedroom cottage
on Grand Lake, Rockville.
Beautiful, but inexpensive. 2529530 after 6 p.m.
ROOM FOR s BOYS wintier qtr.
Housekeeping privileges, utilities, furnished, n10 a qtr, ap
proved housing, 510 9th Ave.
So. Call 251-8879 or 252-7727.

H-U-S-K-1-E-S
BEAT
J-O-H-N-N-1-E-S-!

EUROPE
$190 Round Trip From EAST COAST
Also USSR Tours and Japan
FLIGHTS AVAILABLE FROM CALIF .
EducatlOIWII S~nt
Exchange· Program
1190 Glb bs Ave. N-3, St. Paul 55108
('12) 644-5526
0

1 PR. oval, gold rimmed 'glass-

PANELED ROOM, Boys, winter

Going to Europe next sum•
mer? Join AAYS. More econo,
mical than a charter flight!
4th consec. yr. Write imme•
diately: The European Odys.
sey, Winsted, Mn. 55395,

RED CARPET

CAMPUS
CLUB
Every Friday
3pm-7pm
For Information
call
251-4047

St. Cloud
Hobby Shop
Member of Student
Discount Service
Art materials 10%
off on purchases
of $5 or more.
419 St. Germain

ALPINE

SKI SHOP
Student Discount
Card Honored

Immediate Openings-Men Students
$300.00 Guaranteed for 11 weeks part time
Also some fu-11 time openings

5 % off on full-retail

CALL TODAY 253-2814

ski items above $25;

--------- •·1

Doesn't include fair

i
f At two locations to serve you better i

trade & sale items.

iL2423
Division & across from Crossroads J
___.__.._.._.,-M_l!l
_ _.._,_ _ _ _,_____ __ _.. __f

817 St. Germain

1-M- ••-------•------ 1t1-t._._..__,.,

i

JACK'S DAIRY FREEZE
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What's your number?
The following are the results of Monday's drawing to 13 .. . .126
determine the order of Selective Service inductions. The 14 .... 127
15 ....131
lottery system goes into effect in January.
First men to be called will be those born on Sept. 14.
DECEMBER
All persons born on the same date will be drafted according to the rank of the first letter of their last name.
l. .. . 129
6 . ... 327

JANUARY
17 .. . 235
18
140
· · ·.
19 ... 58
20 .. . . 280
21. ... 186
22 .. 337
23 .. . . 118
24 . ... 59
25 ... 52
26 . . .. 92
27 . .. 355
28 ... 77
29 .. 349
30 .... 164
31 .. 211

1.. . . 305
2 ... . 159
3 .... 251
4 . ... 215
5 ... 101
6 .... Z24
7 . .. 306
8 . .. .199
9 ... . 194
10 .... 325
11 . . .. 329

12 .... 221
13 . . .-.318
14 . .. . 238
15 ... 17
16 . .. 121

FEBRUARY
16 .. 212
17 ... 189
18 .. 292
19 . .. 25
20 . . 302
21.. . 363
22 . .. 290
23 ... 57
24 . . 236
25 ... 179
26 .. 365
27 .. . 205
28 .. 299
29 ... 285

1 ... 86
2 ... 144
3 .. 297
4 ... 210

5 . . 214
6 ... 347
7 . .. 91
8 ... 81
9 .. 338
10 . .. 216
11 .. . 150
12 ... 68
13 . .. 152
14 .. . 4
15 . .. 89

MARCH
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

... 108
... 29
.. 267
.. . 275
.. 293
... 139
. . 122
. . . 213
. . 317
.. 323
.. . 136
.. 300
.. 259
.. 354
.. 169
... 166

17 ... 33
18 .. 332
19' . . 200
20 . . 239
21 .. 334
22 . . 265
23 .. 256
24 .. 258
25 .. 343
26 . . . 170
27 .. 268
28 . . 223
29 .. 362
30 . . 217
31 ... 30

21. .. . 60
22 . . .. 247
23-.. . . 109
23 . .. 109
24 .. . 358·
25 . ... 137
26 ... 22
27 . .. . 64'
28 .... 222
29 ... 35:¼
30 . .. . 209

7 ... . 85
8 ... 366
8 .. 366
9 . . .335
10 : .. 206
11 .. . . 134
12 .. 272
13 . .. 69
14 .. 356
15 .... 180

17 . .. . 9&

13 .. . 190
1~. .. .'JZl20 .... 187
2t . .. . Z1
22 ... 153
23 . . .. 172
24 . ... 23
25 . .. 67
26 . . . 303
n ... .289
28 ... 8&

29 . .. . 270
30 ..•. 287

31. .. . 193

AUGUST
1 ... 111

2 ... 45
3 . . 261
4 ... 145

5 ... 54
6 .. . 114
7 ... 168
8 . .. 48
9 .. . 106
10 . .. 21
11 .. 324
12 .. 142
13 .. 307
14 .. 198
15 .. 102
16 ... 44

5 .. . . 56

6 .... 10
7 .... 12

8 .. .. 105
9 . . .. 43
10 .. .. 41
11 . ... 39

12 ... .314
13 ... . 163

J(;'l,Y

1 ... 93
2 .. 350
3 ... 115
4 .. . 279
5 . . 188
6 ... 327
7 .... 50
8 ... 13
9 .. 277
10 .. 284
11 . .. . 248
12 . . .. 15
13 . ... 42
14 .. 331
15 . . 322
16 .. . 120

2 .... 328
3 . . .. 157
4 . ... 165

3 . .. 83

4 ... 81
5 .. 269
6 .. 253
7 . ... 147
8 .. 312
9 .. 219
10 . . 218
11 . .. 14
12 . . 346
13 . '. .124
14 , . 231
15 .. _273

1
2
3
4

.. 330
.. 298
. . . 40
.. 276
5 .. 364
6 ... 155
7 . ... 35
& .. 321
9 ... 197
10 ... 65
11 . . . 37
12 . . . 133
13 . . . . 295
14 ... 178
15 .... 130
16 . ... 55

1 . . 249
2 . . ..228
3 .... 301
4 .... 20
5 . . .. 28

!

3

31. ... 100

ALPHABETICAL PRIORITY
l. .. ... J
2 . ..... G
3-... . .. D
4 .. . .. . x

5 .. ... . N
6 . .. . . .0
1 .. .. .. z
8 . .. . T

9 ...... w

1-0 . ... . .P
11. .. . . Q
12 ... . .. Y

c

14 . .....
15 .. . .. F
16 ...... I
17 ...... K
18 ... . . .H
19 .... ..
20 .. . . . .L
21. .. . .. M
22 ...... A
23 ..... R
24 ..... E
25 . . . .. .B
26 .... . v

Career Day
scheduled
£01~ Jan. 20

s

.

..

SCS FOLK DANCERS will give a Christmas International
Dance Concert Dec. 8 in the Sartell High School gymna-

sium. Tickets are available at the door. Prices are 75
adults, 50 cents college students, 25 cents children, and
children under six years old will be admitted free.
·
Photo by Lonny Gulden

Loans, grants, work-study

•
95.3 receive
aid

Student . loans, grants,
Jan. 20 will be Career Day work - study arrangements
on the SCS campus. Career and institutional scholarships are helping 958 St.
Day is an opportunity for Cloud
State students this
any student interested in year. Often packages are
business to talk with com- worked out whereby stupany representatives about dents receive several kinds
SEPTEMBER
careers in business.
of aid.
1 .. 225
16 .. 207
Approximately 50 compaSome 159 students have
2 .... 161
17 · · ..255 nies will be on campus for received scholarships ~
3 . .. 49
18- · · 246 the day, representing all year. Of these, U4 were
4 . . 232
19
71
· · · ·1
phases of business. The day awarded' $21,250 in St.
5 .. . 82
2AJ · · · G3- will start with the company Cloud State scholarships-.
6 . .. 6
APRIL
representatives in booths in Another
$25,640
was
7 ... 8
23:
:
·
11
Atwood,
available to explain .awarded through 68 . non•
16 . . 148
8 .. 184
9
24 .. . 195 _ opportunities with their institutional scholarships.
9 .. 263
17 .. 260
25 ... 149 companies. In the after18 ... 90 10 .. . 71
National Student Defense
19 .. 336 11 . . 158
26 .. . a noon, private interviews will
20 .. . 345 12 .. 242
1:1 ... 233 be held with the company Loans amounting to almost
21.. .. 62 13 ... 175
28 . . 257 representatives.
Appoint- $359,000 have been ~ward22 .. . 316 14 . . . 1
29 .. 151 ments for these interviews ed this year to 782 St. Cloud
23 . . 252 15 ... 113
30 . .. 3-15 may be made during the students. In this program a
24 . .. 2
student may borrow up to
morning.
OCTOBER
25 . . 351
$1,000 each academic year
26 .. 340
Career Day is sponsored to a total of $5,000. Re-pay1 . . 359
17 . . 288
27 .... 74
2 .. 125
18 ... 5 by the Business Club, Delta ment begins nine months
28 .. 262
3 .. 244
19 .. . 241 Sigma · Pi, and Society for after the . student ends hfs
29 .. 191
4 . . 202
20 . . . 192 Advancement of Manage- · studies and may cover up to
30 .... 200
5 ... 24
21 ... ..243 ment.
a 10-year period at three
22, .. . 111
6 . . . 87
per cent interest.
MAY
7 . .. 234
23- •. . 201
17 . . 112
Another $229,000 in Rdu24 .. . 196
8 . . 283
18 .. 278
cational Opportunity Grants
25 ... 176
9 . . . 342
19 . . . 75 10 .. 220
26 . .. '}
was awarded this year to
20 .. 183 11 .... 237
1:1 ... 264
425 St. Cloud undergradu•
21.. .. 250 12 ... 72
28 . .. 94
ates with serious financial
22 .. 326 13 . .. 138
29 . ..229
need. Grants range from
23 .. .319 14 . . 294
30 ... 38
$200 to $.800 per year and
24 . . . 31 15 ... 171
3-1.. . . 79
can
be no more -than one25 ... 361 16 . . . 254
The annual Faculty As- half of the total assistance
26 .. 357
sociation Christmas Dinner given the student.
NOVEMBER
27 .... 296
"Dining on the Moon" is to
28 . . 308
The Work-Study.Program
1 . . . 19
16 . . 107 be· Dec. 7, at 5:30 p.m. in
29 ... 226
2 ... 34
17 . . . 143 Garvey Commons.
at St. Cloud will provide
30 .. . 103
18 .. 146.
3 . .. 348
492 students with $267,000
31. ... 313
Cost will be $2.25 for Fac- this year. Students needing
4 . . 266
19 ... 20320 . .. .185 ulty Association members employment work up to 15
5 .. .310
6 .. . 76
'21 . .. 156 and $3 for non-members.
hours weekly while attendJUNE
7 . ... 51
22 . .. !
ing classes full time. They
There
are
boxes
of
depo16 .. 274
8 . . . 97
23 .. 182.
may work as many as 40
17 . ... 73
9 ... 80
24 . . 230 sit for Christmas gifts to
hours
a week during vaca18 .. 341 10 . ... 282
25 .. . .132- needy boys and girls will
19 . . . . 104 11 ... 46
26 . . 309 be available in all buildings tion periods.
· 20 .. .. 360 12 .... 66
v .... 41 through Dec. 7.
To get assistance from

ii··:.

1 ... 32
2 .. 271

17 . ... 304
18 .... 128
19 .... 240
20 .... 135
21.. .. 70
22 .... 53
23 ... . 162
24 . .. . 95
25 . . . . 84
26 .... 173
27 .... 78
28 .. . . 123
29 . ... 16
30 . ...

14 . .. . 26
15 .... 320
16 .... 96

13 . . ... .U
' 17 . . .. 154
18 . . . 141
19 .. . 31t
20 . .. . 344
21. .. .291
22 .. . 339.
23 ... 116
24 . ... 36
25 .. 286
26 ... 245
27 . .. 352
28 ... 16729 ... 61
30 .. 33331 .. . 1t

28 . . . 281
29 .. .. 99
30 .... 174

Faculty
Dinner
·set Dec. 7

the college for the 1970-7)
school year;
applicants
must be enrolled or accepted for admission and must
apply to the financial aids
office before March 1, 1970.

Utoft wins
161 speech
festival
Deb Utoft won first place in
the 161 speech festival for fall

quarter.
Each 161 speech ~ was
allowed to send two repr-esentatives and one critic to the COO;test. Participants went two
rounds before student critics
the first night of competition.
The top five competed in another round judged by faculty
critics.
.
Other winners were: Lorie
Comer, second; Gayle Kilgore,
third; Deb Holm, fourth, aod
Sue Smyrek, fifth.
Co-cliairmen of the festival
were Steve Rendayl and Julie
England. Next quarter the festival will be March 10-11.

Swimmi~g
(cont. from p. 9)
mains a question due to an

injury.
Rich Schwanker, sophomore non-lettering butterflyer from St. Paul Mounds
View, also is expected to
swim Saturday. The same
holds true for a pair of
transfer students, Scott
Heald and Randy Reynolds.
Both juniors from Rochester John Marshall, Heald is
a middle distance entry and
Reynolds. a , backstrpker.

--·~

~----~
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WARD OFF . ;~£
HIGH BOOK PRICES!

•··

C

BUY AND .- SELL YOUR
BOOKS AT THE
STUDENT SENATE'S
•

-

.

BOOK EXCHANGE
OPEN FIRST iWEEK-WINTER QUARTER
MONDAY-SATURDAY JAN. 5-10

NEWMAN CENTER
EXCHANGE
FEATURES:
•
•
•
•
•

Lowest Prices!
Sell Your Books For More!
Buy Your Books For Less!
Courteous Service! .
New!-Exchange Is Now More
Convenient!
· • Checks Accepted

N-OTICE!

WE'RE OPEN:

I•

MONDAY •••

9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
(Bring in Books Only!)

TUESDAY •.•

9 a.m. to 7 p.m.

WEDNESDAY •••
THURSDAY .••
FRIDAY •••
SATURDAY •••

~ring In · Your Books!
Mon. - Wed. Noon

9 a.m. to 7 p.m.

· Then Buy Your Books!

9 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Tues. - Sat.

9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
9 a.m. to 12 Noon

All Books Must Be
Picked Up By Noon Sat.

,

Pick Up Books and Money!
Wed. Noon - Sat. Noon

WE NEED VOLUNTEERS! CALL DON STELLO 252-9116

